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Teaching Evaluations – Open Ended Response Report
School: Driehaus College of Business
Instructor: Moore, James Peter (0214036)

Term: 2015-2016 Autumn, Class: Marketing 595, Section: 140, Course Title: INTERNET AND INTERACTIVE MARKE, Response Rate:42% ,# 
of Responses:13
 
Question: Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the course
Student Detail
739579 I found the course to be informative, stimulating, and was very satisfied with my choice to take it as an elective.
741184 It's a good class. But there are just too many assignment for it. Also I believe there is definitely better way of testing "internet marketing" class than both midterm and 

final.
749012 best choice when you are have enough self-governing ability
763055 Outstanding professor. Made learning fun by injecting humor. Used great examples to support his lectures. Kept the class engaged via discussion board. My only 

suggestion would be to offer an on-campus option for the midterm and final. Overall one of the best professors I've ever had. 
767655 Great course!!!! very useful and interesting! 

Question: Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's behaviors in this course.
Student Detail
739579 The instructor was extremely involved in the course. He promptly graded evolutions, offered feedback, corrected technical issues, and was present in all discussions.
746010 He takes our suggestions from weekly survey and the course improved throughout.
749012 Nothing special
761729 Professor Moore did a great job with interactive material, overall quality of presentations, and always responded quickly to any questions. Far superior of an online class 

experience than previous online DePaul classes.
763055 Professor Moore is very engaging, knowledgable, and personable. 
767655 He is awesome, makes class very interesting!!!

Question: Please share any comments you have that were not covered above.
Student Detail
749012 Warm-hearted teacher~!
762270 It was a challenging class. 
767655 This is one of the best class I have ever had! 
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Term: 2015-2016 Autumn, Class: Marketing 595, Section: 140, Course Title: INTERNET AND INTERACTIVE MARKE

Student: 739579
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
17 Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the 

course
0 I found the course to be informative, stimulating, and was very satisfied 

with my choice to take it as an elective.
18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 

behaviors in this course.
0 The instructor was extremely involved in the course. He promptly graded 

evolutions, offered feedback, corrected technical issues, and was present
in all discussions.

Student: 740963
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 4 Better than average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 3 About the same as other courses
4 I found this course to be 4 More challenging than many courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 4 Most of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 4 Most of the time
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 4 Most of the time
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
4 Most of the time
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Student: 740963
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or

phone calls.
4 Most of the time

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
1 Strongly Disagree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 4 Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 4 Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 4 Agree

Student: 741184
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 3 About average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 3 About average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 4 More than many courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 3 About half of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 4 Most of the time
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

4 Most of the time

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 2 Disagree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 5 Strongly Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 4 Agree
17 Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the 

course
0 It's a good class. But there are just too many assignment for it. Also I 

believe there is definitely better way of testing "internet marketing" class 
than both midterm and final.

Student: 746010
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
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Student: 746010
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 4 Most of the time
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
4 Most of the time

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 4 Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 3 In Between
18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 

behaviors in this course.
0 He takes our suggestions from weekly survey and the course improved 

throughout.

Student: 749012
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 4 Better than average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 5 Among the most challenging
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 3 About half of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 4 Most of the time
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
4 Most of the time

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
4 Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 3 In Between
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
17 Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the 0 best choice when you are have enough self-governing ability
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Student: 749012
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail

course
18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 

behaviors in this course.
0 Nothing special

19 Please share any comments you have that were not covered above. 0 Warm-hearted teacher~!

Student: 754175
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 5 Among the best
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 4 More than many courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 4 Most of the time
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
4 Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 4 Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree

Student: 756183
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 4 Better than average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 4 More than many courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 3 About half of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 4 Most of the time
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or 5 Almost always
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Student: 756183
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail

phone calls.
11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 5 Strongly Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree

Student: 756718
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 4 Better than average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 5 Among the most challenging
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
4 Most of the time

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
3 In Between

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 1 Strongly Disagree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 4 Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree

Student: 761729
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 3 About the same as other courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 4 Most of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
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Student: 761729
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 

behaviors in this course.
0 Professor Moore did a great job with interactive material, overall quality of

presentations, and always responded quickly to any questions. Far 
superior of an online class experience than previous online DePaul 
classes.

Student: 762270
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 4 Better than average
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 4 Better than average
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 4 More than many courses
4 I found this course to be 4 More challenging than many courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 3 About half of the time
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 4 Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 5 Strongly Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 4 Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 4 Agree
19 Please share any comments you have that were not covered above. 0 It was a challenging class. 
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Student: 763055
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 5 Among the best
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
4 Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 4 Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 4 Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 4 Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
17 Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the 

course
0 Outstanding professor. Made learning fun by injecting humor. Used great 

examples to support his lectures. Kept the class engaged via discussion 
board. My only suggestion would be to offer an on-campus option for the 
midterm and final. Overall one of the best professors I've ever had. 

18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 
behaviors in this course.

0 Professor Moore is very engaging, knowledgable, and personable. 

Student: 767655
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 5 Among the best
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 5 Among the most challenging
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
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Student: 767655
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
1 Strongly Disagree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 5 Strongly Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
17 Please feel free to write any comments you have related to your learning in the 

course
0 Great course!!!! very useful and interesting! 

18 Please feel free to write any comments you have concerning the instructor's 
behaviors in this course.

0 He is awesome, makes class very interesting!!!

19 Please share any comments you have that were not covered above. 0 This is one of the best class I have ever had! 

Student: 768177
Question
Order Question Resp. Detail
1 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the overall quality of the course 5 Among the best
2 Given your experience at DePaul, rate the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness 5 Among the best
3 This course increased my knowledge or skills 5 More than almost all other courses
4 I found this course to be 3 About as challenging as other courses
5 The instructor stimulated interest in the subject 5 Almost always
6 The instructor explained course material and objectives clearly and concisely. 5 Almost always
7 The instructor related course material to business and other real world contexts. 5 Almost always
8 The instructor was well prepared for class. 5 Almost always
9 The instructor scheduled assignments (including class activities, readings, 

homework, quizzes, tests, projects) that were related to the course.
5 Almost always

10 The instructor was accesible to me through office hours, appointments, e-mail, and/or
phone calls.

5 Almost always

11 The instructor was on time and met all scheduled classes. 5 Almost always
12 I was able to easily navigate the Desire2Learn site to find course materials and 

assignments for the on-line class.
5 Strongly Agree

13 The online class allowed me to manage my time well. 5 Strongly Agree
14 The online class was free of technical problems. 5 Strongly Agree
15 The online materials I used in this class helped me learn. 5 Strongly Agree
16 I would recommend this online class to others. 5 Strongly Agree
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